BOUNZOU ZOUBIR MIDDLE SCHOOL

Objectives :

Step one: The teacher invites the learners to open their books on page 32,
look at the photos and try to interpret them. He may interact with the
learners then explains the instructions of the "Task"
 Read and check
 Task1p32: Guess where the sentence on the right comes from. Circle the
letter of the correct answer.

There is no food more delicious than the one
you’re served at Jack's Fish and Chips corner.




Step

Conversation about restaurants between two friends;
Restaurant advertising leaflet.
Cookery book.
two: The teacher checks the learners' answers then explains the

instructions of "Task2"
 Task 2p32: Read the text then check your answer.
The idea of the text is an advertisement and the slogan come from a
restaurant advertising leaflet.

Step three: The teacher asks the learners to go back to the text and to
the advertisement and try to do the "task".
 Task3p33: Read the ad then locate Jack's Fish and Chips Corner on the
map.

Jack’s
Fish
Barclays

Step four: The teacher asks the learners to take their pencils and locate
the restaurant on the map (book).
Step five: The teacher asks the learners to look at "Task4p33"then take
their rough copy books and do the "task".

 Task4p33: Read again the "ad", and then answer the following questions:



The author does not expect an answer to his /her tag question.
He uses the question to seek the reader's agreement.



I would read it with a falling intonation if I presented the same
advertisement on radio.




Paragraph three gives information.

Paragraph two and one try to persuade /convince customers to
go and eat at Jack's Fish and Fish Corner.
Step six: The teachers asks the learners to open their books on
page 101 and look at to the explanation of the teacher, he
should lead them to discriminate between "fact" and "opinion".
Step seven: The teacher explains the "task", and then invites the
learners to do the work in pairs.

 Task 5p101: Which of the sentences state "facts" or
“opinions”? [Distinguish between facts and opinions"]



There is no food more delicious than the one you're
served at Jack's Fish and Chips Corner. "opinion"



We are at the corner of Haymarket Street and Panton
Street  "fact"



Jack's Fish and Chips Corner is the restaurant which
has the fastest service in London.  " opinion "
Step three: The teacher invites the learners to correct the
"task" and give justification to their answers.
Step four: The pupils listen to the teacher's explanation of
"task6p33" then try to do the work on their rough copy books.

Task6p33: Check and confirm the opinions from the previous
advertisement.



Customer A: You enjoyed the food, didn't you? 
"true opinion"



Customer B: Oh yes, I certainly did .The food was simply
delicious…But the service wasn't fast, was it?  "false opinion"



Customer A: I agree with you, but it takes a long time
to prepare quality food, doesn't it?  "true opinion"



Customer B: I guess so.
Step five: The learners correct the "task" using their pencils on
their books.

Step six: The learners listen to teacher's explanation of the
"task" then do the task using their pencils on their books.
 Task 1p34: Read the sentences and match letters with numbers,
write a coherent paragraph.
Numbers
Letters
The paragraph:

1

2

A

B

3
E

4

5

6

7

C

D

F

G

Our opening times are generally from 10.30 to 6.30.And we are open
seven days a week all year round .Call us on 0171889223.We accept all
credit cards .Book now and pay later. We at Jack's Fish and Chips Corner
are looking forward to welcoming customers old and new .Your enjoyment is
our pleasure.
Step seven: The teacher invites the learners to correct their work, then
correct on the board and then read and copy down on their class copy
books.
Step eight : The learners look at the "task2p34" , listen to the teacher
then try to fill in the 'invitation card '
Task 2p34: Fill in the invitation card, then write a letter of invitation to
a classmate of yours.

You're invited
Occasion:

Birthday

Date: 28/10/2006
Time: 18.00
Place: Home
Directions: Next to the post office opposite to the
Mosque.
Dear ……………………..,
I'm writing to invite you to my birthday. We're going to celebrate it on
28/10/2006 at 18.00.The party is going to be at home. This is my
address: my house is next to the post office opposite to the mosque.
I’ll be waiting for you.
See you soon,
………………………………………

